Graphene, consisting of a single-or few-graphite layers, has a very high aspect ratio (thickness to lateral size ratio) and a dramatically enhanced local electric field is expected at its edges; it shares many similar or even superior properties as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and, as CNTs, has high potentiality for field emission (FE) applications [1] [2] [3] . So far, most of the work has been performed on graphene films [4, 5] or on graphene/polymer composites [6] reporting FE from graphene edges or pleats at low applied fields; no observation of FE current from the inner, flat part of graphene flakes has been reported [7] . We report observation of FE current from the inner, flat part of singleand few-layer graphene flakes, which can make the fabrication of graphene based cathodes easier for FE applications [8] .
